Request 7690 – Benefits, Universal Credit
(SCDC) Risk-based-verification services
•

Does/ or has your council use any risk-based-verification services provided by
an external company to help with processing welfare claims? Please state
how long you have been using it for, and if you have recently cancelled a
contract using it then state the date of cancellation. Please also say which
company provides the service and the cost of its use to date or to the date
that it was ceased. Please also say the cost per annum of use.

•

If you no longer use risk-based verification please state why or direct me to
any public board meetings where it is discussed. Please also say whether you
have any figures on its accuracy in decision making (percentage accuracy) or
if you consulted with the public on its use.

•

Does your council use any other algorithms and/or artificial intelligence
software/ automated decision making software in the process of delivering
public services?

If Yes, please provide details:
I.

Of the algorithms or artificial intelligence software you use;

II.

Of whether you use a commercial product or whether you have developed
your own system. If it's a commercial product, please say the cost of the
contract

III.

Of the purpose for which the algorithm and/or artificial intelligence software
operates;

IV.

Of the decisions the algorithm and/or artificial intelligence software is asked to
make or assist;

V.

Of the type, classification and amount of data that the algorithm and/or
artificial intelligence software uses in the decision-making process;

VI.

Of the process by which the decision made or assisted by the algorithm is
subject to human review;

VII.

Of the process by which you inform an individual that they have been subject
to a decision made or aided by an algorithm and/or artificial intelligence
software?

Please also say whether you have done any checks or reviews for any potential bias
in the system before implementing it.

Response
•

Does/ or has your council use any risk-based-verification services provided by
an external company to help with processing welfare claims? Please state
how long you have been using it for, and if you have recently cancelled a
contract using it then state the date of cancellation. Please also say which
company provides the service and the cost of its use to date or to the date
that it was ceased. Please also say the cost per annum of use.

No, we do not use RBV services. We conduct standard Verification processes which
are internal processes
•

If you no longer use risk-based verification please state why or direct me to
any public board meetings where it is discussed. Please also say whether you
have any figures on its accuracy in decision making (percentage accuracy) or
if you consulted with the public on its use.

Not applicable, information not held
•

Does your council use any other algorithms and/or artificial intelligence
software/ automated decision making software in the process of delivering
public services?

No

